FROM DESIGN TO DONE
GETTING THE MOST OUT OF TIGERSTOP’S SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE FOR DATA
HANDLING, DEFECTING STOCK, AND OPTIMIZING FOR YOUR COMPANY’S REQUIREMENTS
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CUT LIST DOWNLOADING SOFTWARE
& HANDLING YOUR PART DATA
TigerStop has extensive experience handling work orders and cut list data. Using TigerStop’s Cut List
Downloading Software, TigerLink 6, you can download cut lists or part lists from your network and
send them to your TigerStops using Ethernet cables. You no longer have to use messy paper cut lists.
How many cut lists can you download?
• TigerStop can hold 100 part lists or cut lists using a standard controller. Each list can be
programmed by hand using the TigerStop controller or can be downloaded using TigerLink 6 Cut
List Downloading software.
• Using the TigerTouch touch screen controller, you can download an infinite number of cut lists that
can be used for processing multiple grades and widths. You can even display three cut lists at a time
for easy switching between work orders. In addition, you can cut parts for 3 cut lists at a time when
using Grade Marking and Laser Defect Scanning on a TigerSaw 1000 or TigerSaw 2000.

• What software programs work with TigerStop’s Downloading software? Any software using a
delimited file will work with TigerLink 6. We work with many customers who have custom software
used to process custom profiles.
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For Example:
• Ardis

• Doorlister

• Opti-Cut

• AutoDesk

• FeneVision

• PainLess Window

• Cabinet Solutions

• Friedman

• PartnerPak + Cut List

• Cabinet Vision

• G.D.S. Storefront

• Pattern Systems

• Cabinetware

• Glazier Center

• PMC Software

• CabinetPro

• Hoffmann

• Revit

• Caliburn

• KCD

• SuperDoor

• Creative Systems

• Kitchen Consultants

• Winsys

• CutLogic1D

• LogiKal

• Window Magic

• D-Calc

• MetalOpt

• Window Maker

• Doorlister

• Microvellum

• WTS Paradigm

• Design Shutters

• Mozaik Software

• And more!

Note: If you work with a software not mentioned, please email our service department for more
information about compatibility: service@tigerstop.com.
What format do cut lists need to be in?
• Any delimited file format such as comma or tab delimited files are compatible with TigerLink 6 Cut
List Downloading software. For example, a .csv file made using Excel. All of TigerStop’s software
programs create .Tiger files.
What can you do with TigerLink 6 Cut List Downloading Software?
• Download cut lists and work orders directly to your TigerStop’s standard controller or to TigerStop’s
TigerTouch touch screen controller
• Create jobs for TigerTouch
• Manage work orders
• Eliminate operator entry errors
• Go paperless! Eliminate pesky paper cut lists
• Process lists sequentially using Cascading Cut Lists
• Using TigerTouch, switching between various jobs is simplified
Processing Material Using TigerLink6
The “Style” option on TigerLink 6 allows you to choose how you want to process each list.
• Pusher - A pusher list will push or index material toward the tool when processing parts. When
programing a pusher list, you will enter all of your finished part sizes or positions if you are
punching or drilling material. Pusher lists can be optimized if you have the TigerStop Dynamic
Optimization software upgrade.
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• Pull - This option will make TigerStop process lists in pull mode, pulling material from the tool.
A pull list will process one material length’s worth of parts, but will pull away from the tool’s zero
point. This is useful when pulling parts through a punch or other similar applications. Pull lists
cannot be optimized or used with cutoff equipment. A pull is ideal for punching and drilling type
applications.
• Set Point - This option will make TigerStop process lists as a stop, moving to a particular point
that the operator programs or sets. Set point is another term for target. Set point lists use the
TigerStop as a back stop rather than a pusher, moving to target positions.
• Pattern - This option will make TigerStop process pattern style lists. A pattern list will tell TigerStop
to process one material length’s worth of parts in a push feed fashion. For example, you can set the
pattern to cut lengths that are 2 feet and 4 feet long and the TigerStop will process this one pattern,
2 feet and then 4 feet, over and over, pushing the material into the tool until it is told to stop. Pattern
lists cannot be optimized from the controller. To learn more about processing 3rd party optimized
pattern lists sequentially see TigerStop’s new Cascading Cut Lists feature below.

PROCESSING MATERIAL USING
CASCADING CUT LISTS
If you are using TigerTouch, you can take advantage of its new feature called Cascading Cut Lists,
which run lists sequentially, or in a cascading effect.
Cascading Cut List automatically begins processing the next list, whether it is a pattern, push feed, or
set point style list, so long as it is tagged with ‘<isCascade>true</isCascade>’ in TigerLink6.
Cascading Cut List saves a tremendous amount of operator time whether processing metal, wood,
composites, or plastic. Once a list designated a Cascade list is complete, the software automatically
searches for, and initiates, the next Cascading list until the entire job is finished.
Using the Cascading Cut List feature means the operator does not have to wait until a list is finished,
choose the next list he wants to run, and press start; the operator can run successive lists. If material
profiles change from one list to the next, Cascading Cut List software will notify the operator so he can
feed the necessary material for the job.
Cascading Cut List Requirements:
• TigerLink6 v6.08 or greater
• TigerStop with v5.60 or greater
Benefits of Cascading Cut Lists:
• Lists run in an ongoing sequence so the operator doesn’t have to hit start, saving time initiating new
cut lists
• Cascading Cut Lists works in conjunction with Archiving. Reporting data from each list is saved in
an archive folder for review
• Pre-optimized lists can be run sequentially
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• Curtainwall/fenestration industries who use 3rd party software solutions can now optimize pattern
lists in an ongoing sequence
• Curtainwall and fenestration industries can pair Cascading Cut Lists with TigerStop’s Thermal
Transfer Printer. Custom part list information can be printed onto finished pieces using special UV
resistant ink, keeping labels from fading in sunlight over time
• Combine Cascading Cut Lists with Dynamic Pack Optimization to quickly process packs or bundles
of materials for a job, reducing over-cutting, and achieving the best yield possible
• Cascading Cut List notifies operators when a different material or profile needs to be fed through
the machine, allowing operators to quickly process varying materials within a job
• Additional reporting features are available via the TigerStop SQL Server folder. Reporting features
are available if you are familiar with the SQL programming language and have TigerTouch version
2.03 or above. You will need to download Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio (free) to
access reports. There are also additional tools available to access SQL Servers
Note: For more information on list types, see the TigerStop Users Guide at www.tigerstop.com/support.
How Many Languages Does TigerLink6 Support?
•
•
•
•

English
French
Spanish
Portuguese

• Dutch
• German

• If you have a language that we currently do not
support, we can give you a template file allowing
you to translate from English any language you
need.

USING TIGERLINK6 WITH TIGERSET
If you already have Cut List Downloading software you can upgrade your TigerStop with the TigerSet
software upgrade. The TigerSet software upgrade opens up a communication port on your TigerStop
so you can use a PC, PLC, or barcode scanner for example, to control your TigerStop systems. With
TigerSet you can bypass the controller and communicate directly with your TigerStop.
For those companies that have proprietary software or tie into PLC’s, TigerSet can be used to connect
their TigerStops and work within their network and systems.

BARCODE SCANNING
TigerStop offers a standard or wireless barcode scanner. The barcode scanner can be used to move
your TigerStop to a position and manage cut lists.
What software do you need to have in order to use barcode scanning?
You will need TigerSet software to use a barcode scanner on your TigerStop if you are using your
barcode scanner to move your TigerStop to a position.
You will also need TigerLink 6 Cut List Downloading software and an I/O panel if you want to use your
barcode scanner to create cut lists. The barcode scanner can be used to enter part lengths into a cut list
instead of typing in the length data manually. With your barcode scanner, you can build cut lists and
then optimize those cut lists using Dynamic Optimization software.
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PRINTING BAR CODES
TigerLink6 Cut List Downloading software can be used to print barcoded data when using the TigerStop
Label Printing upgrade.

LABEL PRINTING
TigerStop offers label printing. The TigerStop printer will print part information for each part processed,
making sorting finished parts much faster.
When used with TigerLink6 Cut List Downloading software you can print labels with custom part
information. You can also configure custom labels, using TigerTouch touch screen software.
TigerStop printers can print 1” to 4” wide labels. Each printer is fitted with thermal labels so you will
not need to replace ink or toner cartridges. TigerStop provides 2” and 4” labels by default. Simply
swap out labels and adjust the settings to print your desired width label.

THERMAL TRANSFER PRINTING
TigerStop offers Thermal Transfer Printing as well. Custom part list information can be printed using
special UV resistant ink, keeping labels from fading in sunlight over time.
Note: Curtainwall and fenestration industries can pair Cascading Cut Lists with thermal transfer printing
to seriously streamline their workflows.

INKJET PRINTING
Inkjet printing is available for TigerSaw 1000 and TigerSaw 2000. Custom part information can be
printed directly onto finished pieces.

TIGERSTOP’S OPEN SOURCE
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT KIT
TIGERSDK™
TigerSet also allows you to download TigerStop’s free open source Software Development Kit (SDK)
to create your own code. The SDK is a set of tools to help you develop your own software for the
TigerStop hardware platform. If your company wants to use its TigerStop in a way that we don’t
yet support, you can do so using our free code. The SDK includes an extensive library of TigerStop
commands to make writing new software that much easier. Become part of an amazing development
community by visiting: https://github.com/TigerStop.
TigerStop’s SDK is essentially a set of power tools that make writing software for the TigerStop
hardware platform a whole lot easier. The SDK includes an extensive library of commands that
TigerStop uses when developing software for the TigerStop product line. The commands are completely
FREE and available on TigerStop’s Git Hub page.
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In order for the code to interact with your
TigerStop device, it needs to have version
5.60 or above firmware installed on it and be
enabled with TigerSet. If your TigerStop device
does not have version 5.60 or above firmware
or is not enabled with TigerSet, our TigerTeam
service members are happy to assist.
Once you download or fork a copy of the
source code, you’re all ready to develop your
application to control the TigerStop device.
All you need is a bit of familiarity with C#
programming language. But just in case, the
SDK development team is readily available if
you happen to have any questions: opensource@tigerstop.com.
You can also create a custom program using TigerSDK and a PLC to control your TigerStop and
machine tool. If you are looking for ways to turn your TigerStop into a semi or fully automatic setup see
the SIK and AIK below.

STANDARD INTERCONNECT KIT
The Standard Interconnect Kit or SIK is supplied with every single TigerStop. It does two things:
• Improves safety
• Improves productivity
When the SIK is installed on your tool, it prevents your machine from cycling while the TigerStop is in
motion and the TigerStop from moving when the machine is cycling. While the Standard Interconnect
Kit is primarily a safety interconnect, it does have additional productivity enhancing benefits: it partially
automates the cutting process.
With an SIK, your TigerStop moves to the next length or position without the operator having to hit the
start button after entering each cut list, job, or dimension into the TigerStop controller. For an increased
level of automation, utilizing TigerStop’s Cut List Downloading Software, you can send cut lists or jobs
directly to the TigerStop and the SIK will cycle through the list without you having to manually enter
dimensions. In short, the SIK turns your TigerStop and machine tool, whether a saw, drill, or press, into
a semi-automatic hero. *Using a TigerStop SIK does not relieve you of the responsibility to ensure
that your saw or other tool has all the necessary safety equipment in place.

ADVANCED INTERCONNECT KIT
The Advanced Interconnect Kit, or AIK, allows for a fully automatic operation and consists of a safety
relay box, I/O panel, safety line, mounting plate, foot switch, and a safety cable chain. The Advanced
Interconnect facilitates precise control and coordination of movement between your TigerStop and
your machine tool of choice. It does so using magnetic sensors to tell the TigerStop when the tool is not
cycling (tool at rest sensors) and when the tool is at the peak of its stroke (tool at extension sensors).
Helpful tip: The exact mounting location of these sensors will be unique for each tool. You will want to
mount the sensors so that they are triggered by any piece of metal on the tool itself that moves with the
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tool as it cycles. For example, the saw’s arbor (metal) will trigger the sensors as it is moving up and
down.
Knowing how the sensors work with the tool will help you determine a mounting location. The sensors
follow a specific set of instructions when the tool cycles. If the sensors trigger in the wrong order, the
TigerStop goes into an emergency stop to ensure operator safety. The AIK’s Features Include:
• Preventing the movement of the tool when TigerStop is in motion or when the tool is not in a safe
position.
• Efficiently starting and stopping the tool’s action and enhancing its performance by controlling the
supply of air to the tool using the air control solenoid.
• Fully automating your TigerStop work station (with proper safety guards on your saw or other
machine tool of course!)

*Using a TigerStop AIK does not relieve you of the responsibility to ensure that your saw or other
tool has all the necessary safety equipment in place.

INTRODUCTION TO TIGERSTOP’S
DYNAMIC OPTIMIZATION SOFTWARE
There are hundreds of thousands of possible ways to go about cutting or processing stock in your
operation. But there is only one correct sequence that guarantees the smallest amount of scrap waste
is left over. The goal after all is to make the best use of your expensive material resulting in the least
scrap. Wasted material = wasted dollars. Quickly calculating how to achieve the best yield is where
Dynamic Optimization software comes in.
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HOW DYNAMIC OPTIMIZATION WORKS
Dynamic Optimization software calculates the best cutting order so you have the least amount of scrap
waste. The software goes through every combination of every length and quantity of material in your
cut list. It will optimize up to 4,000 different cut lengths and up to 10,000 quantities of each cut length
for a total of 40,000,000 different cut options. It does this in seconds.
When Dynamic Optimization is used with TigerTouch tablet software, one can have an infinite
and unbounded cut list. It could be millions of cuts long with millions of quantities of each cut and
TigerTouch’s Dynamic Optimization software wouldn’t even be phased. TigerTouch would still quickly
optimize the material in seconds.
What makes TigerStop’s optimization software so special? The “Dynamic” part of it. Dynamic simply
means constant activity or continuous change. A lot of optimization software looks at all of your
material at once and compares it to all of the cut lists or jobs that you need to process. Instead,
Dynamic Optimization looks at the singular piece of material it is cutting, one at a time, and is
constantly moving and dynamically optimizing at the width of the material it’s given. Because it
only takes into consideration the current board, you can introduce scrap or remnant boards into the
optimizer and it will optimize those parts into the cut list as well.
If your operator is sent a pre-optimized list and halfway through the job he accidentally miscuts a part,
it throws off the entire optimization process. All of that beautiful optimization is ruined, and it has to be
redone. Redoing any type of work takes time, money, and creates bottlenecks.
Dynamic Optimization software takes into account one piece at a time regardless of whether it’s a nice
whole piece of stock, scrap, or a remnant, and safeguards against problems associated with preoptimized lists.
In summary, Dynamic Optimization software tells you the most efficient cutting order so you are left
with the least amount of material waste. It’s as simple as that. No math, no hassle, no heaping piles of
scrap. No more scrap means no money down the drain.

DYNAMIC PACK OPTIMIZATION
TigerTouch is now equipped with a brand new software feature called Dynamic Pack Optimization,
which nests packs or bundles of material for the greatest yield.
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If improving raw material usage and reducing waste is a top priority in your shop, Dynamic Pack
Optimization is for you. After all, material costs are not going down anytime soon.
Rather than nesting a single piece of stock at a time, TigerStop’s Dynamic Pack Optimization optimizes
entire packs or bundles of like-profiled material, quickly and accurately. It does so while tracking
material usage statistics data. Additional reporting is available via the TigerStop SQL Server folder.
Dynamic Pack Optimization allows operators to achieve maximum productivity. It quickly calculates
the greatest number of profiles an operator can load while achieving the best yield and preventing
over-cutting of expensive raw stock. It can be used while push feeding metal, wood, composites, and
plastics.
How Does Dynamic Pack Optimization Work?
Using TigerTouch software, the operator simply enters the stock profile he would like to cut or process,
for example, ¾ x 1 ½ pieces of aluminum. Profiles can also be saved and pulled up by their sort
strings, i.e. “ ¾ x 1 ½” or “aluminum”. These profiles tell the system how many pieces can fit into the
cutting envelope of the saw.
Next, the operator presses Edit and ticks both “optimized” and “pack/panel.” If a list is downloaded
using TigerLink6 both tick boxes may already be selected. If the operator is running an optimized list
and doesn’t tick “pack/panel” it defaults to Dynamic Optimization (single piece) rather than Dynamic
Pack Optimization (multiple pieces/pack).
The operator then tells the optimization software the maximum number of like-profiles his saw or
machine tool can process at one time. This is calculated based on how large the cutting envelope is. For
example, the operator may be able to put 10 pieces of ¾ x 1 ½ aluminum in each pack, so he would
enter Max Pack as 10, and press Enter.
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Next, the operator loads a job list he would like to process and types in the length of the stock he
would like to cut or process, for example, 144 inches, and presses Enter.
This is where the optimization magic happens. Using its world class patented algorithm, the Dynamic
Pack Optimization software tells the operator how many pieces of stock to bundle together in the pack
resulting in the best yield and productivity, while preventing over-cutting.
Because the Max Pack size was entered as 10, the optimizer will not tell the operator to load a pack
that exceeds 10 pieces at once. If at the end of a job or cut list, there are only 3 parts left in the cut
list, for example, the system will tell the operator how many pieces to load to prevent over-cutting. This
process is repeated until the job is finished.
And there you have it! You are ready to embark on your Dynamic Pack Optimization journey.
Yield is the ultimate priority with Dynamic Pack Optimization. Material costs are staggering in most
manufacturing businesses, and reducing these costs with Dynamic Pack Optimization can drastically
improve bottom lines. Optimizing raw material usage means more of it is turned into end-product
and less ends up in the scrap bin. Why spend so much money on stock just to have it end up in the
garbage can? Dynamic Pack Optimization is the best preventative measure you can take. Dynamic
Pack Optimization makes it possible to start saving on material costs today. As a TigerStop solution it is
guaranteed to be fast and accurate, every time.
Dynamic Pack Optimization Benefits
• Significantly increases yield
• Increases efficiency
• Prevents over-cutting of material
• Quickly processes packs or bundles
• Profiles can be saved and pulled up by their sort strings
• Reduces raw material costs
• Reduces labor time spent calculating how to process material
• Dynamic Pack Optimization is customizable to your cutting envelope
• Being Dynamic means it always moving and thinking- this means you don’t need to spend time
doing pre-optimization prior to cutting. You also won’t have to deal with the problems associated
with pre-optimization and redoing pre-optimization if the list is thrown off due to human error
• Dynamic Pack Optimization is inherently faster than single piece optimization
• TigerTouch offers detailed list statistics and trackable metrics
• Remnant statistics allow you to see how much usable material is left after a job
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BACKBOARD OPTIMIZATION
AND DEFECTING
Backboard Optimization™ is a process developed and patented by TigerStop which utilizes Dynamic
Optimization software in conjunction with a backboard fence and ruler. Backboard Optimization
streamlines roughly 80% of the cutting process and has a number of additional benefits:
•
•
•
•

It eliminates set up time
It eliminates time spent tracking parts when used with Cut List Downloading software and Label Printing
It eliminates time spent calculating best material yields from stock
It provides effective processing of low grade and defected material

You can use Backboard Optimization and Defecting with a standard TigerStop controller or using the
TigerTouch touch screen software upgrade.
What does the process look like?
1. The operator selects a cut list he wants to begin processing. This tells him what material to grab
for the job. The cut list can either be downloaded into the TigerStop via TigerLink6 Cut List
Downloading software or entered manually.
2. The operator places his stock on the infeed and makes a trim cut if necessary.
3. The operator then identiﬁes where the ﬁrst defect is in the material using the back fence ruler. He
enters the measurement of where the ﬁrst defect begins into the TigerStop. This tells the TigerStop
how much free material there is prior to reaching the ﬁrst defect. The Dynamic Optimization
software calculates the best possible material yield available for the clear stock. This happens in
milliseconds.
4. If there is no defect in the material, the operator simply enters in the length of the board he is
processing.
5. The operator then cuts the clear stock until he reaches the ﬁrst defect. The TigerStop automatically
advances to the correct position to optimize the clear stock. All the operator has to do is move
the material up against the stop and cut.
6. Once the operator reaches the ﬁrst defect he cuts it out. He then looks at the backboard fence to
see the length of clear stock available until the end of the board or until the next defect begins.
He types in the measurement and
keeps repeating the Backboard
Optimization process.
Tip 1: Label Printing is a fantastic
addition to the Backboard
Optimization. Custom part labels
can be added to each part for easy
sorting.
Tip 2: Use all of your scrap pieces
FIRST when using Backboard
Optimization. We call this “Worst
First,” and it quickly eliminates your
scrap pile.
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INTRODUCTION TO CRAYON
DEFECT MARKING
Another way to squash that heaping raw material bill is through Crayon Defect Marking. Rather than
paying for the most expensive defect free lumber like FAS or Select, you can purchase lower grade No.
1 Common and get rid of those unsightly knots quickly and in-house.

Use a UV Crayon and TigerStop’s Laser Scanning to mark your material according to how you want
to process it. If there is a defect on your piece such as wane, splits, discoloration, or knots, mark
the beginning of the defect with a line and the end of the defect with a line. The knot and any of the
material between the two lines will be interpreted as waste and removed. The rest of the material will
be scanned and optimized with TigerStop’s Dynamic Optimization™ software for the best yield.
Why is Crayon Defecting so revolutionary? Well, you can now buy low grade knotty lumber and
quickly defect it in your shop. This means your lumber bill will be significantly lower each month. Rather
than purchasing that perfect FAS maple, you can buy lower cost paint grade maple with defects galore,
quickly mark it with your UV crayon, have your TigerStop scan the piece and remove the knot. When
you pair Crayon Defecting with optimization software you are maximizing yield, eliminating defects,
and reducing scrap waste all in a few swipes of your crayon.
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INTRODUCTION TO GRADE MARKING
Your UV crayon can also do what we call Grade Marking. Grade Marking is simply using various
crayon marks to tell your TigerStop the grade of material it’s going to process.
A TigerStop can process up to 3 different grades of material at the same time depending on how you
mark your piece. For example, if one section of your maple board is paint grade and the other is stain
grade, you can make separate grade marking lists and process jobs for cabinet parts (stain grade) and
pallets (paint grade) at the same time.

• Two lines drawn closely together tell your TigerStop to switch to Grade Marking List #1
• Three lines drawn closely together tell your TigerStop to switch to Grade Marking List #2
• Four lines drawn closely together tell your TigerStop to switch to Grade Marking List #3
See how the different lines drawn below indicate the changing grades of the maple? You can now
optimize your parts based on three separate grade marking lists. You could cut parts for 3 different
jobs at once, all from one board. Oh, and Dynamic Optimization software makes sure that while the
boards are being grade marked they are also being optimized for the highest yield.

Using Grade Marking and Crayon Defect Marking Together
Let’s say you are processing maple. You find a board with clear sections of FAS, No. 1 Common, and
No. 2AC, but there’s a pesky knot at the very end. You have three grade marking lists created for three
different work orders and you want to get the maximum yield from your piece. So, you whip out your
crayon and mark the defect with two lines. Then you grade mark the board FAS, No. 1 Common, and

Here you are combining the power of Crayon Defect Marking, Grade Marking, and Dynamic
Optimization all into one. Not to mention all of the other inherent benefits of using a TigerStop.
TigerSaw 1000 and TigerSaw 2000 Quick Reference Cards are available here:
https://www.tigerstop.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/TigerSaw-Quick-Reference-Card-10Pages-web-1.pdf
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THE INHERENT BENEFITS OF USING
TIGERSTOP SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE
• Dynamic Optimization and Dynamic Pack Optimization determine the best use of material, so the
operator (unskilled worker or pro fabricator) only has to focus on feeding parts and cutting. Yield is
increased dramatically.
• TigerStop moves to the correct position up to +/- .004” so the operator never has to use a tape
measure or set a manual stop block or fence ever again. This saves a tremendous amount of time
and labor costs.
• TigerStop reduces station set up time between different cut lengths and allows the operator to
optimize for defects like forklift stabs, shipping damage, dents, or aesthetic blemishes, while getting
optimal yield.
• TigerStop increases accuracy. The operator doesn’t have to worry about cutting errors or the
associated costs of rework. Quality control concerns are no longer a bottleneck.
• TigerStop hardware and software reduces scrap waste and shelving costs. Purchase less raw
footage while sending fewer pounds back to the recycler. Eliminate accuracy errors that cause scrap
waste in the first place.
• All TigerStop products and software can be used by even the most unskilled or novice operator. Top
paid operators, fabricators, and skilled workers can be used for work requiring greater expertise.
Free up your top guys with TigerStop.
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TIGERSTOP’S 5 FINGER DISCOUNT

IMPROVED
YIELD

INCREASED
PRODUCTIVITY
NO MORE
REWORK
100%
ACCURACY
ZERO
SET UP TIME

Zero Set Up Time
Setting up a stop block, manual fence, or clamp, is a nuisance. Setting up each part for processing,
i.e. pulling out your tape measure and marking, is also incredibly laborious and wastes a tremendous
amount of time you could be spending cutting parts.
With a TigerStop, set up is fast and accurate. The operator types in a dimension, presses the start
button, and watches the TigerStop move to that exact position within .004” accuracy. And it’s
repeatable every time without the need to make a test cut or use a tape measure for double checking.
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Think of all the time you will save now that you don’t have to manually measure and mark each piece
prior to cutting, drilling, boring, punching, you name it. Plus, you won’t have to walk back and forth
setting and re-setting fences every 10-15 cuts to ensure accuracy. Your steps will be hugely reduced.
100% Accurate
When you use a TigerStop you can trust that your parts with be produced to specification over and
over again within .004” accuracy. Repeatable accuracy is the first step in ensuring proper Quality
Control throughout the manufacturing process of your products. Accuracy from the get-go means less
problems down the road.
No More Rework
Think of all the overtime hours and wages spent fixing mistakes. That’s a lot of money. Now think of all
the work hours and wages spent when inaccurately cut parts are sent downstream and workers in other
departments have to stop what they are doing to fix the part, or send it back upstream, or worse, halt
production completely. That’s even more money down the tube.
When you use a TigerStop you won’t have to face rework because you and your crew of operators will
only be producing good parts. All processes after that, like drilling, mortising, tennoning, painting,
assembly, and packaging will be a summer’s breeze. Bye bye bottlenecks.
Increased Productivity
The result of previous fingers, Zero Set Up Time and Accuracy, is that operators will be able to put the
pedal to the metal in terms of productivity. They will be able to stay in the money making zone (at the
cutting station) and get in more cuts per day. No more dilly-dallying and walking back and forth to
set up each different sized cut. No more inaccurately produced parts due to human error and tape
measure associated disasters.
Every operator can become the shop’s best operator and produce many times the amount of parts than
before. Say adios to test cuts, forget about double checking parts “just in case”, kiss rework goodbye.
The operator can stay in front of the machine cycling it another 200 or 300 times per shift, making the
shop more money, and getting more product out the door.
Improved Yield
Increased yields means getting more out of the material you have already paid for. Raw material costs,
in the majority of manufacturing environments, typically exceed 50% of all costs on Profit and Loss
statements. Improving yields immediately adds dollars to your bottom line. You have already spent
money paying for your material, so why not get the most product out of it?
Materials aren’t getting any cheaper in the near future, so reducing these costs is the fastest way to help
your bottom line. But there’s more! If you decide to use Dynamic Optimization software in conjunction
with your TigerStop, your yields will be even greater. We’ve seen yields of 30% or more, and to that we
say ‘thumbs up!’
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